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Introduction

So, you’ve wandered the shops, taken advice from family and friends, and 
hopefully read some of our reviews and articles. Yet finding the right lawn 
mower continues to elude you. In truth you still need a better understanding 
of the ‘ins and outs’ of what makes a lawn mower good, bad or indifferent. 
Sound familiar?

Let’s face it, we all know there are about as many different types of lawn 
mower on the market as there are varieties of red wine (well perhaps not), 
but just what are the differences and why is one better than the other?

The only way these questions (and more) can be answered is to strip things 
right back to the ‘bare bones’ and look in detail at the various aspects of a 
lawn mower. What type of lawn mower will be best for you? Along the way you 
may come across features you may not have previously considered. Hopefully 
this guide will steer you towards your ultimate choice of lawn mower
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Wheels
Where better to start than quite literally from the ground up?! Wheels are a feature of 
most (but not all) lawn mowers. In simple terms wheels are a 
reliable way of moving something around, so if it ain’t broke why fix it? Wheels of 
course come in all manner of different designs, but it’s always going to be wise to opt 
for a mower that has wheels of a reasonable size (at least 10cm in diameter, 
depending on the size of the mower), and wheels that provide sufficient traction to
ensure that you get a good grip on ground. Wheels made from a malleable plastic or 
rubber ie. that have a bit of ‘give’ in them, are a safe bet, as are those that have a 
decent deep tread on them.

Wheels will be first in the line of fire should you knock into trees and other hard 
obstacles around the garden. With this in mind you should be aware that poor quality 
plastic wheels could get damaged or cracked if whacked too many times, which is
 another reason why a wheel or tyre that is spongy is preferable given its ability to 
cushion any blows.

Another factor to consider when it comes to wheels is the presence of 
bearings. Bearings allow the wheel to turn smoothly and freely. Some smaller and 
cheaper mowers may not feature bearings, and this would be acceptable for a limited 
workload. 
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Wheels - Cont’d
However if bearings are present it’s worth being aware of them. If you find your wheels 
are not turning freely, this may be due to a seized bearing or one that requires lubrica-
tion or replacement. Check with a lawn mower repair specialist if you’re not sure on the 
best course of action.

Best of the Wheels – Electric

Anything from Einhell or Bosch is a safe bet. Both of these manufacturers produce 
mowers with rubberized deep tread wheels

Best of the Wheels – Petrol

The  Webb 21 inch High Wheel Petrol Lawn Mower is a clear winner here. It has large, 
rugged wheels with treads to rival an off-road vehicle
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Deck
The deck is the base and mounting that holds the lawn mower together, it provides 
cover for the key components whilst serving several jobs all of its own, chiefly:

• To keep the cut grass underneath the blade and forced backwards into the grass  
 collection bay/discharge chute
• To safely keep the blade covered
• To enhance the overall appearance of the lawnmower

The design of the underside of the lawn mower deck, along with the blade can have an 
impact on the effectiveness of a lawn mower’s ability to discharge grass, and not get 
clogged-up. The precise physics of this is a little beyond the detail we need to get into 
here - just be mindful of this when looking at reviews and recommendations so that you 
don’t get saddled with a perpetual ‘clogger’.

It’s also important that you consider the implications of what your deck is made of. The 
temptation is to think that ‘metal is better’, and whilst this is true for the most part 
there are exceptions. 

First there are two types of metal: steel and aluminium. Steel decks will rust over time 
(cleaned or not). However if damaged they can be easily welded or patched. Aluminium 
does not rust and outlives steel but if it gets damaged or cracked it requires special-
ist equipment to repair. Plastic decks should stay in good shape despite minor knocks 
and scratches but a major knock is much more likely to cause irreparable damage, ie a 
crack would make it unsafe for use.
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Blade
Aside from the differences in length, there are also several other variations in blades 
that you should be aware of when buying a lawn mower.

Of course there is the obvious difference between a cylinder or rotary model, but for 
rotary mowers in particular there are several blade designs available which will have 
an impact on how well your mower performs

Material

Plastic

You might well read the word ‘plastic’ and think ‘surely not?!’ Well whilst not 
particularly common, there are a few lawn mowers on the market designed for smaller 
gardens and lighter work that feature plastic blades, and for some people this can be 
perfectly adequate for their needs. Advantages of plastic blades include the 
reduction in cost (including replacement blades) and overall weight of the lawn
mower, as well as there being no need to clean and maintain the blade due to no risk 
of rusting. Clear disadvantages include the risk of breakage, and the obvious wear that 
the blade will experience over time. When all is said and done we would only 
recommend using a mower with a plastic blade if you have a very small patch of grass 
that doesn’t require frequent mowing.
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Blade Cont’d
Steel

The choice of blade material for the majority of lawn mowers, steel blades are more or 
less the industry standard, and when sharp and properly fixed in position will provide 
the cleanest and most efficient cut possible. General points to bear in mind when 
opting for a metal blade include:

• Sharpening the blade – you’ll need to do this periodically as the blade will wear  
 down and lose its razor sharp edge. Whilst not impossible to attempt this your  
 self, it’s best to get a qualified lawn mower mechanic to carry this out for you
• Cleaning the blade – it’s best to do this after every use to avoid the onset of rust
• Replacing the blade – if it gets too damaged as a result of nicks from stones and  
 other debris you should replace the blade as it will be unbalanced and not as   
 sharp as it could be otherwise
• Making sure the blade is properly fixed in position – as the last point mentions,  
 balance is important and if the blade is misaligned in any way the mower is likely  
 to vibrate more and cut less efficiently, so it’s important to always refer to manu 
 facturer instructions about how to correctly fit and adjust your mower blade
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Blade Cont’d
Blade design

There are several different variations of the basic rotary blade design which are suited 
to certain conditions or provide a specific end result. In broad terms these variations 
are:

• Deck blades – basically a flat piece of steel with a hole in the middle, this type  
 of blade is the most common type found on a rotary mower. Unless the manufac 
 turer specifications state otherwise, you should assume that this is the type fit 
 ted to your lawn mower
• Mulching blades – usually fitted to specialised mulching mowers, this type of
 blade has a curved surface that is designed to act more like a propeller by not  
 only cutting the grass, but sucking it in and cutting it up into tiny pieces, and   
 then blown outwards back onto the lawn
• Lifting blades – these come in distinct sub types from low lift, to medium and   
 high. The general idea is similar to a mulching blade in that the grass is sucked  
 upwards after it has been cut, although unlike a mulching blade it does not dice  
 the grass further. The idea behind this mechanism is to give the grass a cleaner 
 and more regimented end result. In simple terms if you have thick dense and   
 long grass you should opt for a medium or high lift blade, and for thinner grass  
 on weaker soil you should use no greater than a low lift blade.
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Blade Cont’d

Blade Length

One thing you’re guaranteed to notice when you start browsing for a lawn mower are 
the variations in blade length or ‘cutting width’. This can be anything from less than 
30cm to 50cm or more, and as you might expect the longer the blade the quicker you’ll 
be able to cut the grass. The downside is that a longer blade generally requires a more 
powerful engine to power it, which in turn means a more expensive mower. You should 
also bear in mind that a longer blade will be more susceptible to damage across its 
larger surface area.

Cutting Height Adjustment

Almost all wheeled lawn mowers feature some means of setting the lawn mower blade 
at various heights to achieve different lengths of cut grass. On more basic models this 
might be 3 or 4 positions of adjustment, and on more expensive models up to 7. A full 
range of cutting height positions gives greater flexibility for cutting different thick-
nesses and lengths or grass, and even weeds. Some lawn mowers facilitate this ad-
justment with the operation of a single handle, whereas others are more complicated, 
requiring the adjustment of each wheel individually.

As far as hover lawn mowers are concerned, they suffer from a huge disadvantage, 
namely that the nature of their design does not allow for any control over the cutting 
height. Worse still the cutting height may be inconsistent given that the weight of the 
lawn mower will vary depending on how much grass it is carrying. Hence the ‘hover 
height’, will determine the cutting height.
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Engine/Motor
As you probably know there are two primary options for powering a lawn mower: 
electric motors and petrol or ‘gas’ combustion engines. Unless you are prepared to 
employ some serious elbow grease by using a manual push mower then you will be
opting for one of these whether your lawn mower is pedestrian, robotic, or ride on.

As a general rule you should opt for electrical power (whether cordless or not) if at all 
possible. Electric motors are cleaner, quieter, more environmentally friendly, more 
reliable, and easier to maintain than petrol engines. In fact they would almost be 
superior in every way were it not for the fact that they don’t even come close to 
outputting the same level of power that a petrol engine does. Because of this you’ll 
always need to make some sort of a trade off when opting for one over the other.

Electric motor advantages

• Virtually no maintenance required besides keeping clean in the same way you   
 should for all the other elements of the lawn mower
• Create no emissions to disturb neither your own or wider environment
• Will run as long as necessary providing sufficient power is available from either  
 mains or battery
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Engine/Motor Cont’d

Electric motor disadvantages

• Power output is less than a petrol engine
• Less freedom than a petrol engine. Battery technology cannot yet compete with  
 running time offered by petrol engines

Petrol Engine Advantages

• Far greater power output than electric motors
• Easier to top up with fuel than it is to wait for a battery to charge

Petrol Engine Disadvantages

• Generally more expensive to buy than electric motors
• Expensive and time consuming to maintain
• Noisy and potentially disturbing to people and wildlife
• Fumes are environmentally damaging
• Not always user friendly and easy to start

You can see then that whilst petrol power is more of an effort to manage, it’s still the 
best choice for those who need power and long range on their side. However for the 
average domestic user in the UK, electric is always going to make the most sense.
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Handlebars/Controls
This might seem to play a minor part in the overall picture, but having the right
 handlebar design to suit your taste can really make or break your lawn mowing 
experience. After all, this is the point of contact between you and the mower, so if it 
isn’t right the two of you aren’t going to get along!

Grip Material

As you probably know, lawnmowers like all machinery with fast moving parts, are prone 
to vibrate. Now, whilst the vibration you’ll feel from a lawn mower is by no means as 
noticeable as other tools such as chainsaws and hedge trimmers, it can still make for 
an uncomfortable experience if not properly addressed. So a comfortable handlebar is 
a must if you’re to willingly endure the vibration. Clearly on more powerful petrol 
models the problem has the potential to be far worse, so you’ll notice that these are 
often fitted with a rubberised grip not dissimilar to those found on a bicycle, with the 
intention that at least some of the vibration is absorbed by the grip.

Control Ergonomics

Ergonomics is the study of how people interact with machines, and in this case the 
main point of interaction between the user and the mower is the handlebar and 
controls. On a petrol lawn mower this can be as simple as a ‘dead mans lever’ that you 
must keep gripped shut to keep the lawn mower running, and on an electric model 
it will be a switch that works in the same way. Some mowers such as those found in 
Bosch’s ‘Ergoflex’ range have been designed to accommodate more than one grip 
style, catering for different preferences among users.
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Handlebars/Controls Cont’d

Folding Handlebars

Some lawn mowers feature handlebars that are able to fold right down against the 
body of the lawnmower. This is ideal from a storage point of view as the mower will 
take up around half as much space as it would with the handlebar fixed. So if you know 
you’re tight on space it’s definitely the way to go.

Electric Starting

Aside from the cost and the other disadvantages mentioned above, people are often 
put off buying a petrol lawn mower (even when it would really be a better choice for 
them) by the need to pull a starter cable. Without a doubt starter cables can be a real 
pain to get to grips with, often requiring both significant upper body strength and 
several attempts to get the lawn mower started. The good news is that these days more 
and more manufacturers are choosing to fit electric starter motors to their lawn 
mowers, making the starting a lot easier, with the touch of a button being all that is 
needed.
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Handlebars/Controls Cont’d
Best Handlebar/Controls – Electric

Again by far the clear winner here is Bosch’s Rotak ‘Ergoflex’ range. With a fully adjust-
able handlebar, and controls they both look comfortable and perform even better.

Best Handlebar/Controls – Petrol

The Einhell GC-PM is popular for many reasons, and not least because of its folding 
handlebar system that can be set to two different working heights
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Grass collection Box/Bag
Unless you plan to use a mulching mower/mulch plug attachment then you will almost 
certainly want to collect up the grass you cut as you mow, otherwise you’ll be left with 
a lawn covered in cut grass which not only looks messy, but also has other implications 
that could in some cases be detrimental to the health of the lawn. Clearly then 
ensuring that your mower collects grass as efficiently as possible is crucial, and 
alongside the design of the deck, blade and discharge chute, the other big player in 
this area is the grass collection container.

Size

This is usually determined by the size and power of the lawn mower, so as you’d expect, 
the more powerful the mower the more grass it will cut and the more storage space it 
will need for the cut grass. So the only real consideration here is making a decision 
between lawn mowers of similar power that have collection boxes of slightly differing 
sizes. For example a typical petrol lawn mower might have a collection box of 40 litres 
capacity, but a similar size model from another manufacturer might have a collection 
box of 50 litres capacity. Whilst that might not sound like a lot, it could be the
difference between only having to empty your grass box once at the end of your lawn 
mowing session, or once half way through and again at the end. 

Material

Typically grass collection containers are either in the form of a rigid plastic box or a 
fabric bag fitted over a metal framework, and as you might have guessed there are 
advantages and disadvantages to both.
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Grass collection Box/Bag Cont’d

Fabric Advantages

• Can be folded down for storage and transport
• Is permeable all over to allow positive through flow of air
• Light weight

Fabric Disadvantages

• Can tear easily if snagged on a sharp object in the garden
• Will show signs of wear more quickly than a rigid container
• Can become saturated if grass is wet

Rigid Plastic Advantages

• Tough and heard wearing
• Unaffected by moisture

Rigid Plastic Disadvantages

• Bulky and harder to store
• Air flow may not be as good as a fabric container
• Heavy
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Batteries
If you want to go down the cordless (battery powered) route then you’re in good 
company. These days battery power is perhaps the single most cutting edge aspect to 
lawn mower design (well, robotics aside), and it’s popularity continues to grow year on 
year. In short more people than ever are favouring cordless technology, and with good 
reason, the technology continues to become increasingly more powerful and reliable. 
That said, the quality of one battery over another can vary greatly, leaving you with 
something that either does exactly what you’re after, or turns out to be a total waste of 
money for the following reasons.

Weight

These days there is little between the running time of most cordless lawn mowers, so 
with a few exceptions you can expect to be able to happily mow your garden without 
worrying about running out of juice (just as long as your garden is within the size limits 
that the manufacturer stipulates). The real clincher that divides opinion tends to be 
the overall weight that the battery adds to the mower. For some people, particularly 
the elderly it can be too heavy to manoeuvre the mower around once the added weight 
of the battery comes into play. The lesson here is to always take a good long hard look 
at the overall weight of the mower you’re looking to buy and ask yourself whether the 
weight is truly practical.
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Batteries Cont’d
Versatility

If the weight isn’t a deciding factor than the overall usefulness of the battery could 
well be. Many people are put off battery powered lawn mowers (and other tools) 
simply because the price tag is too high. Many manufacturers are aware of this, and 
have come up with a fairly reasonable incentive to try and sway people. Basically the 
same battery is often designed to be interchangeable with other tools, such as hedge 
trimmers, strimmers and chainsaws. This is great if you have a need for these tools, 
whether imminently or not, as you can always add to your collection as and when you 
need to. It’s certainly worth taking the long view on this if you can.

Best of the Batteries

The Greenworks 40V Cordless Lawn Mower is a perfect example of the ‘one battery 
fits many tools’ idea, with a whole range of other tools in the range that share the 
same battery module. The downside unfortunately is that typically the battery must be 
bought separately!
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